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Draw a new species and describe it: 

You are a researcher, while exploring you discover a new species of animal. Can you draw this 
new animal and describe it? Where does it live? In the desert, the arctic or the jungle. Is it a 
vegetarian or a carnivore? Think about its facial features. It could be a combination of a lizard 
and a bird, or something even more wild. Draw out your new animal and then describe 
everything about it.  
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Endangered Animals- read about the giant panda and the blue whale. Do you know any other 
endangered animals? Do some research and write down any interesting facts.  

 
Giant Panda  
The giant panda has a huge appetite for bamboo. Pandas will sometimes eat birds or rodents as 
well. Wild pandas live only in remote, mountainous regions in central China. These high bamboo 
forests are cool and wet—just as pandas like it. Giant pandas like to live alone. They have a highly 
developed sense of smell. There are only about 1,000 giant pandas left in the wild. Perhaps 100 
pandas live in zoos, where they are always among the most popular attractions. Much of what 
we know about pandas comes from the study of these zoo animals, because there are so few of 
their wild cousins. 
 
Blue Whale  
The blue whale is the largest animal on the planet, weighing as much as 200 tons (approximately 
33 elephants). The blue whale has a heart the size of a Volkswagen Beetle. Its stomach can hold 
one ton of krill and it needs to eat about four tons of krill each day. They are the loudest animals 
on Earth and are even louder than a jet engine. Their calls reach 188 decibels, while a jet reaches 
140 decibels. Their low frequency whistle can be heard for hundreds of miles and is probably used 
to attract other blue whales. 
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Division: divisibility rules  
 
Complete the activity found at the following URL:  
https://ca.ixl.com/math/grade-5/divisibility-rules 
Complete the activity found at the following URL: 
https://www.ixl.com/math/grade-5/divisibility-rules-word-problems 
 
The divisibility rule for 4x is any number where the last two digits are wholly divisible by 4. But can 
you explain why this rule works? 
 
Given that: 
(a) the divisibility rule for 2x is any even number (ie. a number divisible by 2 in the Ones column); 
and 
(b) the divisibility rule for 4x is any number where the last two digits are wholly divisible by 4… 
 
… Can you identify the divisibility rule for a number that is wholly divisible by 8? Test your rule. 
 
Given that: 
(a) the divisibility rule for 3x is any number where the sum of the digits is a multiple of 3; and 
(b) the divisibility rule for 2x is any even number… 
 
… Can you identify the divisibility rule for a number that is wholly divisible by 6? Test your rule. 
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